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questions appropriately and was allowed to refuse medical care. I spoke with S1 again asking who was driving his vehicle, if he knew the 
vehicle had been involved in a motor vehicle crash and other general questions about the events that evening. S1 either refused to answer 
my questions or would provide vague answers. S1 did state that he was not driving his vehicle that night. While speaking with S1 I could 
smell an odor consistent with alcoholic beverages coming from S1. Based on the information I had at that time I left the location without 
further action.

I attempted to contact W1 by phone to ask clarifying questions about what he had observed. W1 was able to call me back after several 
attempted calls. W1 stated that he observed the crash and went to check on the occupants of U2. W1 stated he observed U1 leave the 
scene and he decided to follow the vehicle home. W1 stated he observed an older white male, wearing a black shirt and light blue shorts 
exit the driver door of U1 when it parked in the driveway at the listed registered address.

Based on my preliminary investigation it was believed that S1 was involved in a motor vehicle crash on a public roadway. Following the 
crash, S1 left the location without providing any identifying information to the driver of the other vehicle involved, U2. I completed the 
crash report and the offense report and returned to service.

COBAN and body worn camera are available for this incident.




